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Volume 40, Issue 6

ATLA Spring Tournament Yields- Record ·13 New National· Mock
·Trial Te.am Members

Tommy Feiter, Staff Writer

scores came in and both teams on each
lL's were invited as a resultof their
side tied for first.
outstanding display oforal advocacy .
Objection! This is a phras.e you
. For those of you who have ever
in the ATLA tournament. Now the
will be sure not to miss if you attend
prepared for a mock trial, you know- ·
team coaches see this event coming
any Mock Trial Tournament - and this that it is no easyta~k. .Not only do
into parity With the Thorsnes Closing
year's ATLA Intramural Tournam_ent
you have to read overa cumbersome ·
Argument Competition.
was no different. On April 1:- 3, ·
case file ahd research the applicable
·The main difference between
the USD StudehtChapter ofthe
.
laws, butyott°also have to prepare and
these two competitions is thatyou
· Association-of Trial Lawyers of America IT1emorizeyoµr opening statement, your. have tJ:ireedays of full-blown trials
("ATLA") put on its annual.tournament · direct and cros_s examinations for each
in the ATLA tournamen( versus oply
atthe downtownSuperiorCourthouse. · witness andyourdosingargument. Of one 8.:.l(}minute closingargument
Any USD Law student was able to
course, this is-all after yoµ have found
forThorsnes. _However, inATLA .
.
you compete with a partner whereas ·.
-participate,. with the exception of those someone to play your witness. and
who havebeenformally coached in·
prepared them for bothyoµr direct and
in Thorsnes you compete alone. - ·
trial advocacy (e.g., National Mock
opposing counsel's cross. A1lthatis left Professor.Wharton has stated that
Trial Team Members). · thenis :rnaking sure all your exhibits
hemuch prefers the ATLAselection
This year there were 21 teams
are in order (enlargements made where
prQcess and will encourage expansion
competing against each other to be
necessary)artd yoursuit isclean. If ,
of selectingtrial team members in the best of the best in oral advocacy
you can handle all.that, you are about .· this manner. "l wantfirst.:.year law ·
. h.al[wayto ·.beingsuc,:cesSfl;1l i~ .a ,mock . .students to he.involved in the trial
. here atU$I).+.fl.W· . l'J:iere were .two·
pfeiiminary·~o~nds on ·Frid~y, April·
trial tournament. ·The. majority of your
proc~s~so.thatwe can get them . . .
1st and.Saturday, ApriL2nct. Those
success,··in rriy opinion, will·lie irtyour
.involved early on inthe second·year/'
teams with the highest combined
ability to deliver all the·. information
according to Whartoi:i.
scores advanced to the semi-final~
· in a dear and cogent maµner: your .
lL Christine Yung represented
held that Saturday afternoon. Finally, .· disposition is vital; yourtone will .heed
the plaintiff in the ATLA Tournament
f()ur teams (two from the_plaintiff's
to be conv1ncingyetsympathetic,
andwas a first--time competitor. Ms;
side and two from the defendant's
aggressivebut appropriately controlled; Yung and her tournament partner,
sfole) ~dvancedto the final round held
utilization of differehfvolume, pitch;..
Trevor Flynn, woh in thefirsttwo.
on Sunday, April 3'.ct. In.the end, the
speedandtempo inyouropening
preliminary-rounds ofcompetitioii
" statement and closing argument will
against· their opposing counsel.·
help win the jury'; all while giving proper Yung said. that shefound the second
· deference to the court
.
··prelimi!laryround "much tn.C>re
WHAT'S ·iNSID&
This was the 4th·Annual Spring.
challenging''·. because she and.her
Tournament puton byATLA. It was..
partner (both lL's)were paired up
origina'lly initiated bythe suggestion .of· against a 2L team, as opposed to going
Dean Rodriguez to Professor Richard
. up against another 1L team as they
"Cork:y'' Wharton an:d Admini:strator
· did in the first round~
- INTERIM DEAN ......•..........._............. 2 Lisa Hilfam, Esq., in an effort to offer.
Allcompetitorspresented
a competitive mock trial opportunity
evidence, examined witnesses arid
DEAN RODRIGUEZ...................
3 to students not on the NationalTeam.
made statements and arguments
f\s a way of encquraging participation
before the court· attlie downtown
in
the
tournament,
the
administrators
·
SuperiorCourthouse.
-Aftereach trial,
TEMPLATE_ OF SUCCESS~ .... :... ;..... .4
decided to use this as. a secondary
they were given feedback ori .how to ·
recruiting
vehicle
to
findnew
memb.ers
improve their techniques from the·
USD CHARGES ......... , .. , ....·..........•.... 5
for the National Mock Trial Team. More judges (played by attorneys). (ATLA ·
and more, the ·coaches have found it ·to
Chapter f>resident Kirstie. Nooris would
INTERNATIONAL MOOT......... ; .... ~ ... 6. be an invaluable means ofideritifying
. like to thank the following members .of '
outstanding oral advocates here at USD. the USD Mock Trial Team who helped
SBA ELECTIONS.~.-.•........................ 7. This year's tournament was· particularly balartce numbersas.partnersand
· competitive and resulted in a record·
"straw team" competitors: Nate Bear,
·P2P.: ....•..•............................ 9 . number of tefroffers to students to join
Aaron Hand, Tate Lounsbery,. Victoria· ·
the National Mock Trial Team.
·
Steely, and Pamela Tahh:n.)
In addition to the ATLA
. . The traditional method of .
UNITED NATIONS., ....................... '°.9
- identifying new team members has been t01.irnameht, USD Law also has .
AGE DISCRIMINATION ................ 10 the Annual Thorsnes ClosihgAtgum~nt · another opportunity each fall for
. Corn.petition held·each fall semester. In students to show off their abilities
the past, themajorityofnew·members. , inacourtroomby hosting an
CROSSWOR.D/PUZZLE........ , ....... 12
were· chosen that way, leaving only two
to four spotsto be filled by the spring
See ATLA atpage 6
ATLA tourna:men!. But this year,·ten
u
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.An lntervuew with Interim

l~

....

ean Cole

of USD Law School to current and ··

0ur own staff writer Troy
pot~ntial ~upporteis.
Pickard recently had._the.op- ·
portunity to ch.at with upcom.- . T: Can yours bt;characterized·as a·
"lame-duck". adrnini;:;tration?
ingJnterin Dea'n Kevin Cole.
Here, Professor Cole opens up If you'd like. But when you imagine
about the position and his
mostlame-duck administrations,
plans.... ·
you envision the inability to

University of &n Diego
SCHOOL.ClF LAW

·Motions
Published
. Since
. 1963
Formerly The Woqlsa:ck

accomplish useful ends because the
. administration lacks the ability to
·carry out ·deals or .retaliate· for non.,.
T: Why do we ne<f!d an interim dean?
5998 Alcala' Park
cooperation. On the other harid,
What's happening with the .current
San Diego, CA 92110
the law school administration has
dean?··
619-260-4.600, est. 4343
. several 'purposes that are completely
. motions@sandiego.edu .
After seven years ofse:rvice, Dean .
uncontroversial with faculty and ·
.
Rodriguez· has decided to return. to full~. central administration. I think we'll be
Our m1ss10n is to provide news, - time teachinKeffective at the end of
·able to arcomplish a good bit. · ' ·
information, ·analysis and commentary this academic year .. We need. aniiitetim
to the students, faculty and staff ()fthe dean 'while we conduct the search for ·
University·. of San Diego, the Univen;;ity our next permanent dean,
of San Diego School of Law, · and the
'
general legal community of San .Diego. · T: What are the mainfunctions ofthe
JOIN.TJ!E
LA
WSCHOOL'S
We believe that· journalistic excellence law school .dean?
.
. BEST KEPT SECRET....
is the sounde-st foundation for success.
We .pledge to seek and report the truth
USD MOTIONS!.
with honesty, accuracy, . and fairness. TJ:ie. dean represents the law· school , .
These principles are cautiously guarded before various con.stituencies. For
example, the dean m.akes budget
by each member of the Motion staff~
.
requests .on behalf of the law school.
·-FUN,
TEAM-ORIENTED
With·the central. administration. The
ATMOSPHERE
EDITOR
· -:-dean meets with supporters and ·
. p0tential supporters of the law school
-GREATWAYTO GET .
Nicole D. Rothstein
·. to keep them abreast of law school
INVOLVED ON CAMPUS
· activities. The dean supervises the law
-FLEXIBLE TIME
s~hool's ad:rninistration and presides
STAFF.
COMMITMENT- SPEND AS.
faculty meetings.
Troy Pickard, Staff Writer .
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Susanne Calabrese
JeremjTCowan
Tommy Feiter
Jim Fessenden
MaryM. McKenzie.
Troy Pickard ·
Laura A. Slezinger
Aaruni Thakur·

ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW

'f: How were you selectedfordhe

. positionofihterim dean?

Our provost, Dr. Anne Donnellan,
solicited-input from the law scl:iool
faculty an:d administrators. 'I assume
I was chosen because of my fashion .
sense.·.

.T: How longwillyottr position last?.
.

.

Carrie Wilson, Dean of Student Affairs
SUBMISSIONS
Motions welcomes all letter~, guest c~l
umris, complaints. and commentaries.
' AIL submissions must be signed and
·include daytime and·. evening telephone.
numbers. · We do not mot:u~tarily. compensate contributing. writers. we re- .
serve the right ,to edit for content, length,
style and the_ requirements of good taste;
DISCLAIMER

We expectthatthe search for a new
permanent·dean Will ·conclude·during··
the c::oming acaciemic year with the ·
n:ew dean to begin in academic year
2006-07. So rny tenure will m,ost likely
conclude atthe en:d of June 2006.

T: WJio are. the current candidates for
the nextdean? Are you one of them?
There are·no candidates right now.The
Dean Search Committee wilLbe formed
soon, and then.nominations will be
solicited.·
.

.

T: If you were nominated fat the
permanent position~ woald ·you accept?

The contents of this newspaper do not
reflect the views or opinions of the .Uni.
.
versity of San Diego School ofLaw: the The iµterim dean is not eligible to be a
University of San Diego _School of Law .
candidate for tl}e perrnanenfposition.
News Organization, or the Editors, Di'I
exp~ct the· search will turn up several
'rectors or Staff of this. newspaper and
are solely the· products of the authors promising candidates;
in their individual capacities.· Unsigned
· editorials reflect only the view of the Edi- T: What challenges willyouface as
torial Board of this. newspaper,. a Student ·interim dean?
Organization consistent with Univer.
..
sityofSan Diego School of Law policies. We are in theniiddlepfa capital
camp·aign, and sol expect fo spenda
good dealof time spreading-the story.
,
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LITTLE AS 30 MINUTES A·
MONTH!
-LOOKS GREAT ON YOUR.
RESUME

·JOIN MO.TIONS, THE
.·.··. ·-$C~OOLOF.LAW'S .. · .·
STUDENT-RUN NEWSPAPER
.SINCEl.971 (FORMERLY
THE \VOOLSACK)!
.WE ARE AN AWARDWINNING PUBLICATIONTHAT
PUBLISHES THROUGHOUT
THE ACADEMIC YEAR ·
ARTICLES PERTAININO
· . TO ITEMS OF SOCIAL AND
PROFESSIONAL INTEREST
TO STUDENTS, ALUMNI·AND
MEMBERS OF THE LEGAL .
PROFESSION IN THE SAN
DIEGO .AREA.·
WE ARE CURRENTLY·•·
SEEKING \VRITE~S FOR
-NEXT YEAR!
CONTACT· NICOLE FOR ·
AN APPLICAT~O.N AT:
MOTIONS@SANDIEGO ..
EDU.
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9 Que.stions for Dean Rodriquez

Aaruni Thakur, Staff Writer·

1. You've had a remarkable career
sofar, a very successful one prith
seemingly no stopping your rl.se
to the top of your profession, from
Cal State Long Beach, to Harvard
Law, to clerking in the 9th Circuit,.
to teaching at Berkeley. What
interests me· most is the start .of
your career at Cal State Long
Beach.
My route to college was a nontraditional one; certainly nontraditional one from· the perspective of
a typical career trajectory of someone
who goes t'o a prestigious law school
and on to an academic career. I was
the first person in my family to pursue
a college education. Growing up it
was by no means obvious to me that
that would be the next step. Even as I
went through Jr, High.School an.d High
Schoolwith
a fair amount-· of ambition
.
and academic skills, ldidrt't have the
obvious mentoring or.even background
that would give me the opportunity to.
connect the. dot.s from an academically
rigorous program in high school to
academicallf·rigorous ·college. I grew
up in L9ng Beach, and l went to college
at Cal. Sta,t~ Long Beac.h as an evening .
·student untiltlie last year of college,
so I graduated in five years and even
that required me to do a heck of a
;lot pf WQf}f :!n;.!!i,~)q$tY~<H: ·. J worlf~d
lfull-time at diffyJ?~nt jo\)s while going.
Ito ·college.atr1ighf..·Itwasn't until my·
last year in 'college that it occurred
to me to gatheB together· both the, .
initiative and the skills to pursue
higher ..educati()I1 at th~ conventionally
prestigiou~ J?ath';ay .. }Jion't have any
,re?1"ets abm:i~· tllepath t.hatl chose,
lbbt obviously what I would acJvise ·
,to y1>µI1g~f!'~~Qpledncl1;1di:tlg iny own
daughtei; is·nqt:.:to·d.o·~t.theJ;iard way.
· I don't think ·there ·is anything· noble
about having pursued the education
:in thatr()ute father ·thari other routes
avajla151e., [>µttb,at's :what I did given
:the ppporti.i~it1es and resources ..• .
availaqle to me £t( the time! . . ...·. · .
.· Andl'tn sure·that playedafactor
in Hani-ard and. other law schools'
dedsibhs to a.g:r;nit rne,. and I'm. glad•
·thatthey ~lid, .
'

-

-

.

-

.

-•

'

-

~

· 2. Wfty ar~:you piving up the
position' of Dean here at USD?
I am giving it t:i.p primarily t9 return
to my first love,' which is full-time law
teaching an.d r~se8!ch and writing,
and that is 8.11 there is to it. ·By the
.time '.l leave JU the end. o(Jµhe,.T will
have served f()rseven years, which
~s not too short and not too long. I
think it is a traditional tenure of Law
Dearis, and it is enoughfot me. I'm
not leaving ~Xhalisted,. 8.11.dI'mnot
leaving with massive goals unfulfilled,
but at the same time I'm leaving with
a sense of optimism, not onlyabout .
the schoors future, which I know will ·
he in excellent hands, but also in my

A ril2005

knows that, but they haven't yet
future, becauseJ know I can return
accorded the tangible and meaningful
with full energy to full-time teaching
and scholarship ... after a year off! I'll be respect in terms of the budget they
taking a year-long sabbatical, and won't provide for us, and in terms .of
understanding that they can't soak
be teaching full-time. I will still be
doing academic work, primarily writing. our students for the unbelievably
large tuition increases that they have.
We've made some progress, but this
3. Is there a single achievement
goal is unmet, The goal is not deyou are most proud of having
coupling ourselves from the rest of
accomplished while Dean?
the University, but it is developing a
There are several. I would put near the relationship where w_,e can persuade
them that they really need to treat
top, if not at the very top; participating
the law school and its students and
in hiring excellent faculty, and also·
faculty as a crown jewel.
keeping faculty, that have been sought
after by the best• law schools in the
5. What is one thing you absolutely
country. That's a challenge; with
cannot stand about lawyers?
better caliber faculty you hire, the
more th.ey are constantly in demand. I
One thing I can't stand is the
take some credit for that, but certainly
complaints
lawyers make about how
the faculty deserves the lion's share
hard they work, understanding that
of the credit, for working with me to,
there's no way to put it, "raid" other law many of them do work very hard,
schools' good faculty talent. In the last how beleaguered they are, and to not
appreciate what a great privilege they
few years we've hired more than half
occupy
as leaders in society. Often,
a dozen faculty from law schools that
but not always, they are very well
are higher ranked than us, and we've
compynsated for their efforts, and
retained faculty in the face of offers
the
privilege they've had to receive
from schools that are ranked higher
than us. l would also include on that · . such education, regardless of where
theywentto law school is, should be
list curriculum reform, which directly
considered. Although law practice is
benefits the students. Students tpay
demanding,. many· aspects are unfair,
not immediately grasp whythat is
.
and
some aspects are grueling, I can't
so important, but trust me when l
really stand the complaints and, on
say that the.way we've modernized
some occasions, not all occasions, the·
the curriculum. over the last couple
self-pityingtliat, GQm~s Jr()rn lawYers .
years will.have major dividends for the
who,
in the·gr~at.pecidngb~der of
academic and 'ptofe'ssional experiences
society, have it pretty good, but don't
of our students. Related to that point,
. really appreciate that.
we changed the grading system, too,
and that trilogy of policies really needed
6. Who·· has been the greatest
improvement. Finally, l hope I've
influenc~ in your life and· why?
helped to increase the national profile
of the ·school, not only.irt··Sa.n Diego,
I'll put a category of people_. · The
but beyond San Diego.
Professors· I had at Cal State Long
Beach. I had a handful of Professors, ·
4. What goal(s) had you planned on
achieving that is/are unmet, if any? particularlyih the Political Science
Department, and th~ reason· they
were such great influences on me was
That's a fair question, and a. couple·
that they took, in my case someone
come to mind. I wish we were
·who had·fairly limited aspirations or
farther along in raising resources,
ambitions for what was going to come
not from students, but from external
next
professionally, and ·encouraged ·
fundraising; The largest gift in the
me to pursue the highest _level of
history ofthe law school was received
post-graduate education and careers
thisyear, $2.7 million donationfor a
in the law. When I went back to Cal
new energy program, and the largest
gift ever from ail alum was also received . State.Long Beach, I hadthe great
fortune of getting the OiStinguished
this year.·· But that ·said,··other schools
Alumni Award a few years ago, .and it's
of bur caliber are muchJurther along
something I'm very proud of.
in terms of well-developed fund.raising
from alumni, and that goal is still·
7. What book(s) are you reading
unmet. I believe that the next Dean,
right
now or do you plan ·to read in ..
maybe the next couple Deans; will
your spare time?
have more success at raising the
multi-'million dollar level-contributions
I'm in th'e middle of reading a book
from our 10,000 alums, many of
from one of our faculty members,
whom earl.. afford making the kind of
Steven Smith, whom. we hired a coµple
transformative giftsto the school that
years ago from Notre Dame. He ·,
will help us get to the: next level.
wrote abook called.Law'sQuandary
Another goal that 'is still unmet
published by Harvard Pre~s, which
is grappling with the frustration of
I highly recommend, parti.cularly
University-Law ·School relatiohs.
if
you 're ·interested in· issues ·of
We know we're the crown jewel of
this University, and thatme8.ns no .
disrespect to the· rest of the University
See Dean at page 5
of Sari Diego; the rest ofUniversity
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Jim JKcE4o'f

A ril-2005

'
Aaruni Thakur,
Staff Writer

definitely the real deal.

going on now.?

Attorney Jim McElroy is the
real deal. He graduated from USD
Law in 1977 ~ and since then he has
become San Diego's best civil rights .
attorney, workingon his own and with
the Southern Poverty Law Center. His
clients include institutions such as
Planned Parenthood and individual
victims of hqte-crimes. McElroy's
commitment to civil rights and his
legal skill have won him numerous
awards and accolades. In 1994, Lt.
Governor Leo McCarthy appointed
McElroy to the California State
Commission on the Prevention of
Hate Violence.·· The same year, the
Anti-:Defarnation League bestowed
o:µ McElroy its National Civil Rights ·
Achievement Award in recogniti9n of·
his pro bono work. In 1995, McElroy
was awarded the Margaret Sanger
Award by Planned Parenthood for his
work on behalf of women!s rights, and
in 1996 Womancare Health Center
recognized his "outstanding work
in protecting the rights of women."
Lastyear, the San Diego County Bar
Association designated Jim McElroy as
its Outstanding Attornei of the Year.
Mr. McElroy was seated behind
his large, cherry oak desk when I
.entered his office to conduct this
interview.. He promptly stood to shake
hands with me and I started to sit
down across from where he had been
sitting. Still. ~tanding,. he brought
himself a chair andjoined me on
the visitor's side ofhis desk. He is

Motion,s: Why di{l you decide. to corrie

I do a lot of pro bono work. Much of
it involves hate-crimes; I Wprk with
the Southern Poverty Law Cep.ter,· and.
I've been involveciin fighfi.ng s~\Tel'al •. ,
organized hate groups, pnmarlly white
supremacy, skinh~~cl ancl !J.(!O l}azi. > / .••
groups. This caseihvolv~pg·t~b~~fo:s§ '
on Mount Soledad.was 9l}gqjp&.~d ~...
couple of attorneys in tcnv!l, i:ts.k~a'.ifr·.
wouldhelP()Lif t~e'.plaihtlff\~vh,o'Was1 ii1.
pro ·per ~t th,e.tim~: o~b~Vs~;.tfi~y-'ibf~w·
I did. case·s that iri~olvea ti\!jl ;iigllf~:.:.: : .
kinds·6tis~§e~··,~ct·~~~i'.i·~f~<R~~~~g~ ''
to do pto bohb-'\V6rkc:• guite)frajlkJy;:· ·

.

Cl :m:m··
'

to law school?

··

I wanted to change the world, and I
grew up in the late 196Qs, early 1970s,
when Civil Rights and the Vietnam
War were very much atthe forefront. I
was very active and just wantedto be
involved in something that would help
change the world.
Motions: You graduated from US[) ·

Law. liow did you enjoy your time
there and how di(l you k~ep bu.sy?

separ~tiort, 9r 9J:ltt~$b)m~ ~$,ta,~~ .~~~

not
an··,.iss"(ie
'iri
my 10· fiV~li$t of· ' ··
1 was i;1ot crazy abou~ law. scbpol, .
·. • ··
·
·· ··•• ,...· • . ,·,n ,,.,.P._ ·····• •·n·... ·., ., .,.,. ,., \ •«•· ,,,
.important t,Jj,if1;gs.'~f.the·yihe~·b1.i'tI did'·
quite frankly. I came from a Big
uriderstfuid ii'as'·~· to1erit.rlcf'i~~h~\lliu)
Ten university, the University of
a diver.sityissµe., TJ:.: rp.?re I. got irlt6c; 71
Illinois, and was there during a very
it, the rnore l satvw~at a±l'ipp6rtant
tumultuous time. I really enjoyedthe
issue !tre~ly \y8.s .. Af,~. w,e.g9ifig\t~·~·{:
discussion about issues th~:it occurred
an inclusive soci~~Y? at~. \ve going' to~·· · '.
in and out of the Classrooms there..
When I cam.e to USD, due to the nature . respe~t our religipus fr~e4o~s 'al)<l olii-:·
of Law School, hot becauseitw~s USD, religiousc diversify, .is ()Ur goVerrrihe!J'.f. ·. '
going·to take.tJ:ie·Iead.•·inthfa respect'
we studied arcane property law from
the l 600's and the rule in Shelly's cas~. as we become not only racial~y'buf ·.. '
One ·day during my first year, Supreme religiously a more diverse 'so'ciety ·
Court Justice Will~am 0. Douglas died. everyday?· Given that thereligious
make up of our society is changing so
Whether·you liked him or not, he was·
much, it's more important than ever
a pretty important figure on the Court,
that our government taketl:le lead in
and not a-word was said about it in
being inclusive and in a~ceptirig arid
any of my classes. I thought, boy, law
respecting our religious diversity and
school sure is diff~rent from college.
not be divisive·and.exclusive.. The
:Motion,s: yen~ 've b~~11 in the,; new$ <IU:ite morethat this s~ty. fi~hts tl:1efifte.en
years of' coutt' dedsicm~ ~~runst it and
a bit these ·days· over a very divisive
the more. taxpayer money it,: ~pends
issue . . Can you explain how you got
involved, what the issue is, and what is to promote one :religion over all other
religions, the more offensive its
.
conductis. As the City kriows, there
is not one single reported c.ase- that
Stu. M 911ts RMI~ www.STUS.o:iim
supports their position that a huge
Christian symbol such as this cari .
remain on public propertyyet every
case that has ever addressec:lthe issue,
holds that .a. Latin .cross J~lhe pre~
eminent symbol of one religion and.
as such its presence on. govetnmetit
land is unconstitutional. A Latin
,... cross is not a 'P~nCo~mflild.J.nents
. monument, whfch some argue· .
may have a historical context or
perspective, it is the preeminent
religious symbol of Christianity. It
'predates the founding of our country.
So clearly this religious symbol
- belongs on private property. It belongs
on church:prop~rtY:, ~hich"'re~vetried: .
to move it to about a thous'and ya~ds •.
· downthe rofl,c; ;ltdoes not belong.on
public properfy ~t'taxpayer expense.
Lots of peop\e find it offensive that the
city refers to it as a war memorial, as
if we are ignoring or refusing to honor
any veteran of any other religion who
has ever .died ina wa:r fighting for
our freedoms and our Constitution,
instead we are only honoring the
Christian vetetaris? Are we going to
only· honor Christian veterans on our
taxpayer·supported public property?·
So, as I became more involved in the
1

I find being ·

a.. xlawyer,

Is

n~-

See Torrero at page 8 · ·
.
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Dean, continued-from page 3

.

just for classes. It is for help and
guidance in our faw careers. W:hat
- jurisprudence. I_ also try to read. novels
is concerning is that·so many of my - - whenever l can, and in the last couple
-USD's charges $33,'866to full-:time
students -in tuition (those taking 14 to fellow. students _and I are lost and -have years I've become very interested in
16 credits). When we break it down, ·
not received -this help and guidance. _
Japanese novelists, so Murakami is a
wh,ere does that,_ money go?
Many of the offices give no notice -_ very creative, interesting novelist to me. _
of procedure, dates or deadlines to I also finished recently Philip Roth's
-The Helpful Breakdown:
_
the student body, and then charge
_book The Plot Against-America, which
_
Even if we take the most units
harsh penalties for not knowing _ was very good. The other area I try to
we can ·each semester, -being 16
their policies. Our website is full of _
read in is books on environmentalism
(and remember folks, you pay the
inconsistent information that often arid environmental issues_ There was
-·same amount no matter how many _ is inter1Ilingled and confused with
a wonderful book that I recommend by - credits you tak~, 14 through 16), _then. the undergraduate departments or is_ · Jared Diamo:µd called Collapse~
our tuition for a breaks down into-- outdated; None of the student body is $1'-058.31 per credjt ($33,866 .divided assigned an individuaL(aculty advisor, 8. Who are some of the candidates
by ;32). So, a 4~credit course costs - as is the practice with many other
. for you~ replacement?
us $4,233.25, or $264.58 per week!_
- institutions. Even advice from other over our -16-week semester.· A 3-credit _ . stlJ:dents isn't given a proper forum for I say:blissfully that I win have verylittle
course costs $3,174.94 or $198.44 per - postings, electronic or otherwise, by
to do with the Dean search because it's week
.
th_e university. entirely appropriate to me that the Law
-The
list
of
specific
grievances
"So what," you ask? You coulrj,
School will look forwa,rd anq not have
protested among the student body
· have done this simple inath yourself. _
- my influence to any-great degree-in the
is lengthy. Granted, there ~e many
selection of the riext Dean .. ;
The problem is that students take for
excellent professors to whom you
_ granted the money we spend to,sit in
may address many types of questions - -One thing you'll know is when the
Class. Not only every time you miss
(remember,. this is free ... see above.). _ candidates are on campus; so I
a class are you forkirig over a large
- chunk.of change for nothing, but every- But the real problem is that law _
. encourage, students to talk .to "them.
-students
have
enough
to
worry
about
time your fellow clas.smate (and-you
.
.
_
·without
additional
.problems
from
not
9.
Complete
the
following
sentence,
know the ones I am talking about)
- getting the guidance they pay dearly
please: I wouidn't be here right now
ask completely irrelevant and time
for.
Not
to
mention
the
programs
we
_
if
it hadn~t been for...
·
consumingquestions, we should send
pay for, but miss, because of the void --them a bill.
lrrelevant question
of
information on campus..
.
_I wouldn't be ·
that goes .on a fifteen-minute tangent
When their time-to make alumni
br:eaks_downto roughly a$20 costto_
contributions cqmes around, they-_
each student sitting there: And- none
· might not have such a warm and fuzey
of this includes the interest. -._- --- '
feeling abqut lJSDas an. institutiorL __
Birt ala~ "fgrfiember
'too ... ther~
. r7
;;
.. ;.;. "... . .,_ . . :·-J . .
""':: ··.-:-.·· .
_ - . ~6 whaf:is my point? How hard _is alW:ays s'6inethihg fiee~ What you '
should really do is .get your moneys ·- - .. is it to sehd us an e-mail or stick a
flyer in our mailbox? These things are
- worth by visiting the FR¢E office - ··
greatly appreciated .. But, for now, if we ·
hour~. (No, the university doesn't
. aren't getting the guidance we pay for,
charge for th_is alt_hough maybe it
maybe we shoµld take advantage of all
acts as our $264.58 refund when
. professors cancel class for a week- all USD has to offer. Use the health center ·
right, maybe nothing is free.) . on campus. Rent cheap gear fi:-orn the student aCtivlties ceµter'.Eat the free
·appetizers. You should, yoµ're p-aying .
- -- · -forit. -Susanne Calabrese, Staff Writer
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M.OTIONS WOULD LIKE TO WISH YOU
THE BEST IN YOUR
-_ ENDEAVORS!-..
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-· ,- TO THE REST OF You ...
"
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GOOD LUCK ON FINALS!. WE WILL
BE BACK FOR, THE FA.LL-SEMESTER
WITH- NEW ISSUES STARTING IN
'AUGUST.

·San Diego's abused_and _
_neglected· children··need_
. you. Volunteer to serve as
-a Court Appointed Special
_- Advocate.~All training
_ provided .. These volunteerslend support to the children,
·_·research a case, interview
parties.inv'olyed, and make'
- .recom.mendafions to the court. -our next information _
session is Wednesday, June
1. Call Voices for Children
at (858) 569-2019 dr visit
www .voices4children. ·
comfot.more information.
.
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interscholastic tourn~ment with the·
. two·other San Diegofawschools,
Thomas Jefferson and California . ·
Western School of Law. It is. called
the Fall Inter-city Interseholastic
Intramural. This fall will be.the 3rd
annual tournament. (Be sure to watch
fot flyers and signs in the Fall if you
. think you might want to compete.)
. Being a member of the National
Mock Trial Team is a serious
commitment. Team members are
coached intensively by Head Coach
and M_ock Trial Team Founder
Professor Cork:y Wharton and Assistant
Coach Lisa Hillan on all matters that
a trial entails. Practice is four days
a week and every Saturday morning .·
during the semester. ·These are
mandt;:ltory practices and theoretical
workshops. that are put on by the .
coaches and some of San Diego's most
successful trial attorneys. .
In preparation for each
tournament, the team members work ·
in groups pf four, who work together to
help one another find the best ways of
entering evidence, handling exhibits,
overcoming. objections, preparir~.g and
impeaching witnes_ses and delivering .
the most effective ,opening statements
and closing arguments. In the Fall ·
semester alone, there.·are three
tournaments in which our trial team
competes . .:. The San Djego Defense
Lawyers Tournament, The Consumer
. Attorneys of Sap. Diego Competition, and the Buffalo-Niagara Invitational
Tournament.
· USD's National Mock Trial Team
has garnered a lot of prestige over the
years by winning many tournaments, .·
including National Ch~pionship . ·
'

'

.

ril 2005

Titles.~ Because of the high caliber

. fo:rWardto next year's competitions
of our current team members, both
-· with great anticipation.
. Coaches Wharton and Hillan are looking
.

.

-

.

. :Winners of the 2005 ATLA Tournament: ·
Plain.tiff's Side: Cameron Gharabiklou and Oiivia Perry
(2L's) tiedfor first-place with Nadeem Shoukry and
Justin_ Murphy (3L's) .
·Defendant' Side: Hanna Cole and Katie Payerle (lL's)
tied ,for first-place with Chris Turtzo arid Bron.D'Angelo
. (2L's).
Best 2L Oral Advocate Award: Brad Bigos.
cBest tL· Oral Advocate Award: Anne Warner
Best_Witness Award: Tommy Feiter
.

.

New National Mock Trial Team Members:·.
._.Brad Bigos
Cameron Gharabiklou
Olivia Perr.Y ·
Bron D'Angelo
_·1L Invitees - In Training·
. Arine Warner ·
.
·Samantha Campbell.
Trevor Flynn
·Christine Yung
Katie Payerle
·Hanna.Cole .
·Dana Brown
Byron Holz·
Leslie Flint · Conor Hulburt
.

.

-

-

-

.

.. .

·,_ USD.Sends First Teamto.Vis International Commercial Arbitration·····
Moot·
-~- the Board had been put together early · Cornpetition, withcontmendable ··.
·results·. · 154 teams competed·in . · _
: last fall, the ·team began·their dash to
Leaving it up to the rest of us .
find funding a;nd also-keep up with the . Vienna· representing all the habitable
to ensure USD Law's stature grows
· demands of the program, all the while
continents. ~SD won an irnpressive
in California and in the country,
clamoring to keep tip with law school.. · three out of four oral~gumertts
five USD Law students have taken
Kang said the sixty page fact-pattern
this year, but-Stetson University.
it upon themselves to take USD Law .
was made availabie in August, with a·
ultimately tr-iumphed.
.
. international by forming a team and _ .brief for Claimant due in December and
Most Board members tiad
entering themselves in The Annual
a brief for Respondent due in January. . similar comments when asked aboll.f
Willem C. Vis International Commercial Each 45-page brief required teams
their experiences. For example,
Arbitration Moot, a twelve year-old
. to determine 1) liability in a .breach ·
· Anica John and Min Kal1g·_spoke of .··
·the team's difficulty with riot having ·
¥oot Arbitration competition run by
of contract case, 2) calctilation_ of .
a coad1 or a formal program like
Pace University School of Law. The .
damages in the case of liability, and 3)
competition is open to any law -school,
the arbitral tribunal's jurisdiction over · . many of the other schools do. Still,
provided the team pays the $500 entry · .· a counterclaim. Oral arguments took
Michael Klippert and Karen Luong
fee, turns in the briefs on time, and
place over spring break. ·
· also expressed the Board's overall
satisfaction, highlighting how-the
physically makes it to the competition
USD was able to send a team to
inVienna or Hong Kong.
. Vienna this year because the Board ·
program W.low::ed them to meet other
· . -By all accounts, Bill Restis was
·took such an active role throughout
...· )aw Students from all over the world
the first to spread the word about ·
the process. Thanks to the Dean, the
an<;i see the varying argument styles.
the program, having heard about it
Provost, the SBA and helpfrom regular .
Students interested in
participating in the program next ·
from a friend who competed last year. ·. , .USD benefactor Michael Thorsnes, the
Joining Restis were Anica John, Min.
. remaining out-of~pock~t expenses bore · year can email the Board at: usdvis
Kang, Michael Klippert, and Karen
by the students were not a significant • . moot@yahobgroups.com. -For more
information on- the competition,
Luong. According to Luong, Res tis
bar to participation;.
got the ball rolli;ng by. sending out a ·
. ·.· Despite the challenges, and
. visit: http://www.cisgJaw.pace.edu/
few well-placed emails. to other USD · ·.· the sheer improbab_ility of the notion, .·
vis.html.
Law students asking if they wanted · · · USD Law entered its first team in
to try and get a team together. Once
the_y).s Interi:i~tional Arp).tr~ti_qn
Aaruni Thakur; Staff Writer
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The Results.Are In: SBA Election 2005!
Tonim:y Feiter,. Staff Writer

The duties of the .SBA President
exhaustive list of presidential duties,
include (1) the appointment of ·
I do not think we would· argue that
On March 1 Sth and 16th, over
many positions including a sodaJ
a $14, 950 stipend is excessive .
400 members of the student body
. ch.air, a representative for the
Especially when you consider· that the
here at USD Law came out to vote for
Graduate ~chool Council, web
SBA President is a law student just ·
their Student Bar Association ("SBA")
designers, Sidebar/publicity people, · · like the rest ofus.. Immediate Past
executive board.and representatives .. . a community service representative,
President Tim Cross adds that, "the
Considering that there are only
a University Senate Representative,
stipend from the University provides
approximately one thousand law .
and more; (2) chairing the Dean's
an important incentive for potential
students that are eligible to vote, that
Student Advisory Committee; {3)
candidates who otherwise might·
w~s a pretty decent turnout,. especially
attending faculty meetings; (4}
· be deterred by the amount of time
compared to preVious years. Much ·
attending Alumni ,Association Board
commitment involved." I would have to
of that probably had to do with the
meetings; (5) coordinating with the
agree with that as well.
fact that there were six presidential
graduation committee; (6) helping Although I made a runfor the.
candidates, compared to the usual
to plan and coordinate allSBA law
office of SBA President and lost, I have
two or three. In fact, because the SBA school functions; (6) ensuring all
every confidence that Dan Rawlins will ,
Bylaws stipulate that a presidential
other executive board officers are
do a great job and make us ·a11 proud
candidate needs a majority (50%
fulfilling their duties, (7) -runningby representingus well. I know I speak
plus one) of the vote, and no single
ali the SBA meetings,. and finally (8)
for_many.ofus when·Iwish·Dan and
candidate secured.that, there needed
always. being "on-call''·to. the needs of
the rest of the Executive Board all the
to be a run-off between the· top two
the students and faculty.·
best in the upcoming academicyear.
candidates, Aaron· Dumas and Dan
After reading that nonRawlins.
The Runoff Election was held
The following are the 2005 S,BA Spring Election
after Spring Break on March 30th
and 3 pt. in the end, Dan Rawlins
Results:
was elected our new SBA President.
Rawlins reacted, "There were many
President: Dan Rawlins
great candidates and I am· honored
to have been elected to represent the
SBA. The new Executive Board.and I
Day VP: Stephanie Fink
will listen to student concerns and we
will work.· hard to he responsive and
Evening VP:. Matt Bresnahan
bring back the fun."
.
.
The·Spring· Election Committee
was in charge of all the campaign ·
Treasurer: Tiffany J:3f1il~y .
parameters, enforcementofthe rules
pertaining to the elections, and the
counting of the votes. Charlotte Hasse
.Secretary: Kirsten Widner
and Alex Calero had the distinct
pleasure of heading.up· the committee
this year. This job is never an easy
ABAVice .Chair: Angie Anastasopoulos
task. However, Hasse said, "We were
excited to scee all the interest from the.
···3L Class Representatives: Min Kang, Karen Luong, and
students in becoming f}.ii active part
of the SBA and.we highly encourage
Mike· Klippert
the·m to stay involved next' year." {SBA
meetings are open to all students
2L Class Representatives: Phoenix'Ayotte, Laura Fabrick,
who care to ~t~end .. Information,
including meeting minutes·, c::an be·
and Todd Harrison
found on the SBA website at http://
www.sandiego.edu/usdl~nv/sba.} _
Honor Court Justices: Greta Proctor, Kabu Adodoadji, and
The positions and offices of .
Nate Bear
SBA Executives.·andRepresentatives
are open to all USDlaw students
pursuing a JD ... While some positions·
are not enumerated, some come
with "activity grants." The non~
ADVERTISE
IN MOTIONS!
enumerated positions include Honor
Court Justices, Class _Representa:tives,
_and the ABA Viq:-Chair. Positions
We print 2000+ copies and distribute them on campus,
that are awarded "activity grants" by
courthouses, other-law. schools and legal locations througout
the University include the Secretary,
San Diego.
Treasurer, the ·Evening Vice-President
and the DayVice-President. Each of
these Executive BoardOfficers receives'
Pricing per issue:
approximately $2000 per year from .
Full page {11"x17"}= $500 ...
the University. The SBA President is
3 / 4 page= $375
awarded $14, 950 from the same fund
1/2 page= $250
for his or her duties during the Fall ·
and Spring Semesters.
··1/4 .page= $125
While some .students
1/8 page= $62.50
are surprised to hear of this
.
"compensation," outgoing presidents
We accept ads at any time and do our best to print them in the·
have often.expressed how thejob of
the SBA President is not onethat is· at
next issue ..
all adequately compensated. ·I concur.
·-
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·i~sue~ I got much more passiOnate
. about' the issu('!. I thirik that now,_ · .
. after fifteen years. of litigation, we're. now seeing the· light at the end of. the tunnei. The City- has_ run out of ··

(
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.

, ..

.
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Motions: - Has taking this case- affected
you personally?· ··

.

,

. l,.li'ge you all to not. lose your idealism, .
~d nqt get too wrapped.up in making
. money~· because after ·making money
" for twenty years in the profession; one
can stj.1.1 he•~ extremely ui:isatisfied "
and unhappy la'wyer. I ktiow a lot of ..
them. ~They are making ~ helluva lo:t ·
more money than J ·ain~ :-and, aren't half
as happy as lam.. I am:
ha;ppy,
.·. luck)r son of a·gun. l :have gotten to do
things I care passiOp:ately -ab9ut that .
·geneia1J.y!don't pay financially .. :Other- .
lawy-ers felhtne they're excited about - ·_..
· .· .. doing.what I'do, buf·th~y-~aythey--· -. •.
··can'taffordJt. Well, J don't know how ..
·I arforded _it either; but I .never really·
_ · thought--iibout it. ·Jthougllt, "Do 1.· . ·.
·:care abbutJhis· case? '.Gan I help this .
person?~ Is-this wh~t·l w~t to do witll.: .·
my life?"· Alld at:the end.oftheday, ·. .
. when·l~m dead and -gone, J,hopethere .. .
-. are it few more: plus 'cheekmarks.than .·
. negative ~marks,•meaning t]Jat I've left .
.

-

.

'

.

.

. -

t'·

.

I

!
(.

;·

It's -made me a much mqre unpopular·. ·.
guy, but I've gotten. a lot that over .: .· .
• my career. I also do a _lot of pro pono .
work_ for Planned Parenthood against .. ·
anti..:abortion fanat~cs. I have_ a lot
of family members in the Midwest,-· _.· , .
·.. part of my_ big Irish family, that ·feel .
-strongly en ·both sides of this issue .. ·
I respect the fact that people have·· ·
strong opinfons about this ·issue, it's
ve:ry. important.·
But
I'm just.frying. ·.
.
..
to protect people from· being shot and·
. hara~~,efl: ~Q; .haw~.~their pr<iµe~,::. ,:: ·:
-pestroyed by the fanatics who doh't
. treat pe9ple that have·differing · .
- opinions. with respeCt,. whjch I tJ;rin~
. we all .need to do. - So: IVe been
- unpopular iri. that battle; I get a lot'···
of hate mail, and I get a lot -of.death
. threats,
·even the, good Christi~s ·
who support this 'Cross have• provided
. / me with ample death-threats over the ..
years. But you know, I figure if you're
going to get ir1 the arena of important .
issues where people feel pa:ssfonately,
then it kind of come~ with the territory.

of

.

.

~

. ' .

\

very ..

and.

.

Motions:

.

·.noes th.at tend to hurt

-·business or help busine5$? •

Oh, it certainly doesn;t~help. business ..

'.

Oh; I don:t think th~ Cross is gO:ing._
·fo define my career, or at least I
certainly hope not, .because. ifi1 ,
. jusforie blip qn"the.radar screen: r
hope rm. remembered more for my
representation of Carlos Colbert;. an

· .· ; HaiVe)t ~teviri~~; H¢ wa,s

~ p~ofessor

·~tusb, ·and\he~s- an attorney that<~- ..

.
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P2P Saga Continues: Supreme Court Poised to R_ule in Grokster

Laura A; Slezinger, Staff Writer

servers that created a· constantly updated
index of files available for download. To
download!a file, a direct link would-be'On March 29th the Supreme
- established between two computers. No
Court heard the oral arguments
files actually flowed through Napsters'
for MGM Studii:Js v. Grokster,
which pits 28 of the world's largest _- central servers, but without them no
e:ritertainmen.t companies' -including index could be created.
The Grokster-platform operates in
all the majbr'movie studios and
record labels, against Grokster and
a similar manner to Napster, with some
StreamCasf Networks, two operators crucial--differences. Software can be
of rr1~~sharlng deVices· and makers
-downloaded for free from servers operated
by the Defendants. Once installed, a user
-of Mbrpheus/Groksterand'KaZaA
software[ 'TS:e~int~festthis ·case 1has
may elect to "share" certain files located
-··on the user's computer; including, music
stirreH wasieViclehced by-tlfo\mass
_of pe~ple th:!'Wlihedhp outside the
files, video files, software applications,
Supreme ·Coht:tbuilding~ ·startin}g
e-books and text files. When-launched
'at '2f30ip:mJ tlie-day:before:iri on the user's computer, the software
'automatically connects to a' peer-to~
h!o}jes 'tb sed11te'-'a! sea'.tfor what i.s
sureVttf}-becoffieLa·lanCtmark: case
peer network(FastTrack ih Grokster's
case; G:nutella in the case of Morpheus),
copyright 'Law.
'' ccLGrokStetwill:decide the'
· and makes any shared files available _
legl:ilityidf decentralized peer~t0~peer for transfer to any other user currently
connected to the same peer-to-peer
fil& sharing/and will iriflu~ficethe
business plans-•artd architecture
network.
-of much techriofogical innovation
FastT:tack, -a Dutch owned
company, licenses it's network technology
in the futureJ~s we learned with
Napster, ·the future of peer~ tcf-peer
and software to Grokster, which provides
access to that network. FastTrack's
file sharing is inextricably linked
netl~g,rk 1.nfrastructure works differently
with copyright law. Grokster was
from.that of Napster. FastTrack doesn't
engineered to avoid being the next
Napster, which allowed people to rely on central servers. Instead, it allows
swap files by connecting into central searches to flow through individual

in

computers in the network without
ever going through a central company
server. Grokster maintains Web pages,
advertising-streams and bulletin
boards that show up through their
software, but these bits of information
are irrelevant to the process of
searching and file swapping. Grokster
merely licenses the FastTrack network,
but has no actual control over it, and is
not essential to the network-operating.
Amusingly, MGM's rebuttal
opened with a call for an-injunction
shutting down Grokster; I'm not sure
what they think this Will accomplish.
You can shut down the company as
a symbolic gesture, but, irritatingly
enough for the copyright holders, the,: file-swapping network would remain. ·
Sending an mp3-of the latestpop song over the internet to a friend
is considered direct infringement of
copyright Jaw (unless the sortgis in·
the public domain). In a pure P2P
file-sharing system, the vendor of the
file~sharing-tool has· no involve:i;nent
in the copying or transmission of
the fi.les_beingshared. However, as
in other areas _of the law, secondary

See Grokster at page 11 _

The United Nations: .Sixty Years of Success
Mary M. McKenzie, Staff Writer
-,, , >Asthe'UnitedNations'
approaches its sixtieth anniversary,
itis overshadowed by allegations of
ineffectiveness, mismanagement,
and corrupti0µ. When the American nominee··ror UN ambassador, John
Bolton, states that the "happiest
moment" -in his governmental
career was whe!lhe signed the
letter informing the UN of the U.S.
-renunciation of the Rome Treaty and
th.einternational Criminal Court, U.S.
citizens 0ughtto examine.not only
tJ:u~ lJN's. disappointments but also its
many succe~ses. _
_
_
· In 2005, we may fail to see the
significance of the UN Charter itself.
Originally signed by 51 nation states,
th~. Chw-ter. n?w l'las 191 signatories.
An internation~ treaty, the .charter
commits-its· members to preserving
intetna'.tfonal ·peace, to maintaining
_ hUII1an dignity and to working
togethertq el}sµre_.the eco_nomic.and
;social development of all its members.
In th~ power-political framework that
governed world politics iri 1945, these
}1\'.ere·,-v-ery rl:ld,lca1 goals. Ha;s the UN
peeI1-sp,ccessfp1in achieving-them?
.
In 20087 as the United States
remains mired in war in Iraq, it
is easy to overlookthe success of
the. UN in preserving world peace.
Although the UN did not join in
this war on Itaq, since 1990, it
has invoked the collectivesecurity
provisions of the Charter numerous
times and ha_s set the path toward
peace In cariihod,ia, rKosovo, ;and
· Sierra Leone. Additionally, and out
of cold-war necessity, the United

.

.

.

..

.

.

Nations created peacekeeping missions, from 92 countries, individuals and
m.issions deciged upon by the Security
non-governmental organizations for
- Councifin which·states-volunteertroop- emergency relief, much of which has
flowed through UNICEF; The UN's _
and logistical support. Since the first
-World Food Agency provides onein 1948, the U.N. has undertak:en 59
third of the world's food aid. Since the
peacekeeping missions around the
globe. Currently, the UN is managing 17 1970s, the UN also has been a leader
missions including operations in Sudan, in halting damage to the environment
Liberia, Haiti, -Bosnia and East Timor.
by funding programs that promote
Further, the UN maintains numerous
biodiversity and decrease the risks
of global warming in 150 developing
post-conflict peace-building missions
countries and countries in transition.
around the world assisting countries to
rebuild after civil war.
- Over 300 treaties brokered by the
UN protect vanous aspects of the
In 2005, as we enjoy films like
environment.
-"HoterRwanda," we may simply accept
Contrary to John .Bolton's
that international action is necessary
way of thinking, possibly one of
to preserve human rights in today's
world. Such an assumption, however,
· the most important functions of
discounts the- world's violent-past and
the UN is its most unsung. The UN
has contributed significantly to the
the vital role of the UN. Symbolized
codification and rule of international most powerfully by the 1948 Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, the UN's - law with the promulgation of hundreds .
fundamental commitment to human
of international treaties protecting
human rights, the environment, and
rights makes a state's treatment of its
own citizens an international concern.
ending conflict. -The rule of law also
was advanced by the ·creation of -This, too, was•a very_radical idea in
- 1945 and remains one in 2005. The UN int_ernational criminal tribunals in the
has a_ net•of over 80 treaties securirtg
former Yugoslavia and Rwanda. In
1992,-the International Criminal Court
specific human rights.
_
was created. Despite U.S. hesitation,
In 2005, we see the world still
- divided between theveryrich·-and_the
name_s of suspected war criminals in
Darrur have already been given to the
very poor, and we may question UN
succ.ess in global social and economic
ICC by Kofi Annan.
Do these UN efforts cost too development. However, a multitude of
much? The UN's operating budget is
UN agencies· have had crucial- success
-roughly $1 ;3 billion; the peacekeeping
in eradicating disease, saving lives
budget is roughly_$3~87 billion. The
and preserving the environment. The
entire UN system costs approximately World Health Orgap,ization eradicated
smallpox and it is estimated that--_
$12 billion eachy'ear. By comparison,
WHO immunizations save roughly 3million children's lives annually. In the . -See U.J)l. at page 10 aftermath of th~ tsunami in December,
the UN raised over $1.Q87 billion
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the city of San Diego has a budget of'
approximately $2. 5 _billion for this fiscaJ
year. California's· projected budget
is $82 billion; its projected budget
· -shortfall alone is $9 ·billion.
· ·Thus, as we commemorate the
. sixtieth anniversary of the United
Nations, let us reflect both on the good
and the bad of an organization that
has undoubtedly improved the lives
of millions of people around the world
on a relatively limited budget. San .. ·
Diegans, too, ought to be aware of the1r
own piece of UN history. San Diego
is home to the sixth largest chapter
of the United Nations Association, .an
organization dedicated to building
public awareness of the United Natiqns.
1n· a visit to the city in 1960, former
. First Lady and.UN delegate Eleanor
·Roosevelt helped convince San Diego's
City Council·tolease the organization·
a building in Balboa Park, which ·
continues to be known as San Diego's
own UN Building. ·
In addition to being a 2L; Mary serves as
Vice President for Model United Nations of
the United Nations .Association San Diego
chapter located in the UN Building in Balboa
Park.
·
-
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PRO BONO J.,EGAL ADVOCATES would like to
congratulate~Lisa Gentile' Tammy Lin, 'Erin Palacios,
and Emily,White for being awarded a $1,000
edu'cation award voucher from Equal Justice Works
Summer Corps.
'

'

Summer Corps supports 'law ~tudents at public interest
organizations around the country in a common purpose - to
· expand legal services delivery to those who need it most.
The Summer Corps hf an AmeriCorps""-funded program that
will provide 250 law students with the opportunity to earn
a $1,000 education award voucher for spending their 2005 ·
summer in a qualifying internship ata non-profit, public.
interest organization.
'

'

'

·Summer. Corps mernbers provide critically needed legal
assistance in low-income or underserved communities in the·
U.S. on. a broad range of issue ;;treas.
Lisa .Gentile Will be worki~g at Harvard. Law School in Boston,
Massachusetts Emily White Will be working at Casat~orneiia ·
Law Center. in San Diego.·. Erin Palacios will be working· at the .
Legal Aid Society, Juvenile Rights Division irt New York Gity.
Tammy Lin Wi~l be workirig at the Texas civilRig:hr~ ·projectin
Austin.

Congratulat•onsi.. ·.
-~

\·~

>

Supreme Court: Age Discrimination Clairnerits Need ()ply··proy¢.~
.
· . I~isparate Impact,-~--~Not:~DiscFilninatoty:Jfft~:tltj.-r;, ,-.. ·
.<'<BI~
Jim Fessenden, Sta.ff Writer

poilit .tind~r 'the" AilE:A)'had. rrl.bre
· ' · unlike Title VI( the i\J:)J~;A. p~fIUits ;> •. xi
than.five years·of service. The City
any "otl::t..Yrwi~~;·p:rolli:Qit~~~~ @-ction . .
Earlier this month, the United
argued that the raises W:ere designed
"where the .qit;fer:e.IJ,.tiaticin i~:P:~se~h~-llil.Ju
States Supreme CourLili Smith v. City . to put its payment sch~:r;,ne inJine with · rea~9p.ablefactors. :o:(:hei12th.~a:g~:,, ..,,,.;
of J acksori lightened the burden for
the regional average sdthatii could
Second, w:l::Iile ~Gqngre$s; mpdifted the! c: L
older and middle-aged workers' with
retain its officers, something 1t was
Supreme Coui;t;~s n~ow.w:;i.d strict. ·:·· .
age discrimination claims. Whereas
apparentlyunabte·to ach,ieve under its interpr~tation ()fdi!3}?~atej,r;npa:et.· ,·;·
workers once had to prove their '
old scheme. ' .
dairp:~ m. fl previo:u~ ,c;a,s~,, ~::ongr~~s
employer engendered a discriminatory
The dis_trict court granted
··. · did· not mention. age. ·discrjn;linatiq:P· .. ,...
intent, the Court's ruling now requiies. · sumrn.aryjudgment to the City. On·
or 9Jhenvise meQ.ify the:A.DEA~;: .\:··
workers with age discrimination claims. · ·appeal, the Fifth Circuit. held disparate Accor4~ngly, age~di~crj:minJit;t;ipn.suitsdt
to prove only that the_ employer's
impact claim$~ are unavailable under
brought :unP.et· a; dispa.JFate}mp.act ,,
policies created a "disparate impact".
the APEA. Interestingly, the Fifth
thegry :i;-eqµire ~plajntif(sJp;ide.t;i;tify,a ·· ;,
In an anti-climatic ruling, .however, ·
Circuit noted that if p:r:oven, Smith's
specific test, ,reqµi:rem.e11t,;pr,praqtice'.H
the Court held that t_he plaintiffs
claims would constitute a disparate
of the erp.ployey,that-has:an:adv!e;rse >. :
allegatidns could not constitute a·
·impact claim ur:1q~r th~ standard set
impact on olderw<:>rkers~,B:ut; th¢~.
disparate impact claim and ruled'ih
. forth in Griggsv .. Duke PowerCo., the plaintiffs here identified no S1;1Qh .,
favor of the City-employer.
measuring~iick for disparateJrripact
· specific practice. Moreo;ver, the Court;·:
Disparate impactis defined ·
.claims brought:undertheQivil Rights. held, the City's.plap was rea~onab1y·:.:J
as a facially neutral policy that hasAct (Title VII~ ..·· ·. · ·
based ·011JactQrs othe,t than age. ·
·
the effect of discriminating against
. The Supreine Court grant~
Thus; a;s a matter of1aw:, the: pl;;tin:tiffs :
a disproportionate number of a
certiorari. The Court's: eldest
· ·.·
presented insubstantial eYid,enGe: to.: ·
· protected category of.wor~ers. In
Justice, Johh Paul Stevens wrote
bring a disparate irrlpq_ctdai.in.s.' ; , ;; ·
t}le pas,t, employer's written tests,
the majority opinion holding that
. . J:ustice~ Scalia, Soute:r, . . . .
height requirements, and weight
the ADEA does allow disparate
Ginsburg and .areyerjoined in Steven~.~
requirements have been the subject of
impa~t cl~s to provide the basis
majority, although Scal~ISl.:WTote ·
disparate impact claims.
for age discrimination suits. Justice
separa~ly tO note that~while :he read·
Pursuant to the Age ·
Stevens reasoned that because the
the ADEA to ·~allow. <ilsparate impt:tct ,
· Discrimjnation in Employment ACt ·
· relevant language of the ADEA and
cl$ms; ·itdid so for reasons .cdifferent_ ;
(ADEA); Smith and several other
· Title VII and are:Jdentiqa1·..., e~ept
than tllosearticulated; in the·maj~rity ,,
workers brought's-uit against the..
thatthe·ADEA substltutes."age"
opiJ:lio.n~.·
....,.
City of Jack~on (Mississippi) Police
for "race, cofor, religion, sex,. or
· ..Justice O.'Connor,.joinedhy
Department after it gave a. raise to
national origin" - disparate.impact
Kennedy ap.clThomas, ~p:ncluded ·
all of its Police officers. Workers with·
claims are permissible under the
that plaintjff's claintsh-0~ld have
Jess than five years of seryice with the . ADEA. Two statutory differe;nc:es
dismissed be¢8ruse:th.¢. ADEA does not
·city, however, received proportionately
between the·ADEA and Title Vil··
pen:nit<iisp~atejmpactGlajms of age
larger salary increases th·an those
indicate tJ:iat dispar~te impact ·
disQrimination. ..
•.. . >
,with more than five years of service.
claims may be brought under
. . ·ChiefJusti~~~Re:Q.;r:i.quist too~cno •.
Most workers over 40 (the cut-off . .
more narrow circumstances. First,.
part in the opifliotl:. ·.·

./ ·
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·Grokster, continued from page 9. vicarious.liability in the past.· ..

. plan, as MGM had proposed ..
At the time of the Sony decision,
·Some of the issues that were
· the ;market in renting pre-taped . ·
.··important.goinginto oraLargument.
liability may be found in the form of · . · were: what standard.should.be applied
movies was as yet to be exploited, and
· contributory or vicarious infringement. if we don't apply Sony, as MGM has ·.
the technology was merely 'capable
· The three elements required
·of.such a venture. In retrospect,
requested, and how. can we protect ,
to prove contributory liability are:
outlawing VCR's sounds like Luddism.
copyright holders without chilling
1) d1rect infringement by a primary
technological innovation?
'
The judges could not have foreseen
·infringer, 2) knowledge of that .
MGM's proposed standard,·.·· .
Blockbuster and·Hollywood Video,
infringement by the defendant, and
instead of applying Sony, ;was that the · and luckily, under that standard they
3) material contribut:lon to that
. legality. of a· tech~ology should turn
didn't have to. In March, ~calia sagely
infringement. In Napster, the Ninth
· asked how long a technology must be
upon the· type .of business model the
Circuit found "atleast some" users
given to develop legitimate uses.· The
developer of that technology adopts to
to be· primary· infripgers (probably a .
distribute it. For example, if it intends . political question may be how long a
number. of people reading this article
to make a majority of its profits off of
new technology must be given for the ·
fall into that category). Napster was
~infringing activities, thatwould make it
entertainment industry to figure out
also found to have actual k.:.nowledge
·more•vulnerable to liability. ·
how to exploit it. Clearly the television,
of infringing actfoity, based on inter~al ·
movie and advertising industries were
MGM had an interesting answer
company e-mails, advertising using ·
not hurt by the Betamax technology.. ·
to the question posed by the court,
copyrighted songs; and notification
. They found a way .to make money off .
, "how could the inventors. of the iPod
of infringement by the RIAA. Napster _ kllow ~hether they could· go ahead with of it artd my guess is they will c_ontinue
fulfilled. the material ~ontribution
· toadapt their capitalist agenda to .
developing their invention; since it is
element by providing the ''site and ·
eve:ey new technology. For those of·
conceivable that someone might have
facilities'' for its users' infringement.·
the idea of marketing their device a!$ a. you who nave heard of a thing called .
In the Grokster appeal, theNinth tool for infringement?" MGM's lawyers.' "radio," songwriters once tried to sue
Circuit looked to the seminal Sony-·
.. reasoned that the non-infringing uses
. it out existence, one br9adcaster
Betam~2ccase and how it was applied
of the iPod were manifest at the time it
at a time. Then they came up with
·under Napster. In Sony v. Universal.
was i10vented, and used the example. of voluntary collective licensing, which
Studios, 464 U_;S. 417(1984), the
·dpping one's qwn CD's and storing it
is what ASCAP collects. By some
legality of the new Betamax home
on the iPod. However, many on MGM's
estimates, putting a collective licensing .
video recorders was at·issue. Owners
side probably don't feel that is legal
scheme in place and charging users
of copyrights on television· pr:ograms
at all, but now that they've conceded
only five doilats·a month foru.nlimited
charged that the machineswere being · to the contrary in- open court, if they ..
. music downlo~ds would make the
used to infringe their copyrights. The
win this case they will be barre,d from .. music industry lliore money than it
court drewon.patent1aw, holding, that challenging "ripping" in the future
has ever made. Down the road, when
. it would be sufficient to defeat a claim
under the doctrine of judicial estoppeL
they're raking in the cash, they may
. of contributory infringement if the
·feel sheepish for putting up such a
This iPod standard evaluates the
product was capable of "substantial.or· ··legalify of the. technology based on the
stink._
commercially-significant noninfringing knowledge of the inventor at tJ:ie time,
At press time, the C~ourt''s
.
uses." In Napster, the,Sony~r:ule was . · ·· notl>asect oh how 'it is stib~equetitly
opinion was· unreleased, but
applied to the knowledge element.
marketed,.., or exploited
under a business ·. anticipated early this summer ..
-If a defendant could show that its
product was capable of substantial
noninfringinguses, then the level of
·knowledge requfreq to• find cop.tributary
.liability was much higher. The ·
copyright owner must prove that the ·
' defendant had reasonable kn_owledge
of specific infringfng files, rather than
merely know of the product's J)Ote~tial for infringing uses. There is no dispute
that Urokster is capable of substantial
noninfringing U$es, and due to its
decentralized·network; with no-central·
index, Grokster has neither control
over nor actual·knowledge of the·
specificfiles being shared by its users.
Unlike Napster, Grokster could not
be found responsible for contributory
infringement ... :
Vicarious liability (l~ke the
Torts doctrirte of respondeat superior)
requires: 1) direct infringement, 2)
.
the right and ability of the defendant . ·
to control or supervise the infringing
-conduct, and 3) direct financial benefit ·
to.the defendant.
.
·.
For the 'second element, the
Napster court found that the ability to ·
terminate user accounts or block User
access to the system was enough to · · ·.
constitute "controL"However, Grokster.
does not·have a log-in process and no
. ability to actually terminate ac;cess
to filesharingfunctions. Additionally,
. since the infringing materialand
·
index information do not pass through·.
defendarits' servers, they do not have ·
the sort of monitoring and supervisory ,
relationship that has supported
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.. MOTIONS CROSSWORD
By JEREMY s.

... THEME:

CbWAN ©

70. 11957

1. Fe;rnale lyricist

71. Four seasons

8 .. Floats

72. As well

13.Hen-peck

73. Subtitute

.16. 58214..

81. Large cask

.

18.46968

3

5

6

"Zipped'~

Across·

17. Relative by .
·marriage

2

2004

.

82.93647

34

83.Knit

40

84. 19th letter

·19. Jewel·

·85. 39661

· 21. Ofa·•thing

·86. Quashed

· 22. Away from the
wind

Down

1.-Nipple

-23. Bipsacus

2. Cana<;iian hockey
great, Bobby_·

25.75681"
30.74001

3. The day before

32. Aye

4. Twitch

33. Cuckoos

5•·.. .- Lilly

34.55927

6.14212

. 39. 25148

7. -._ Ste. Marie,_ MI ..._....._....._..._....

40. Leaf of the
talipot pah:n

8 •.. Ascended.

52. Suspicious

9. Unwanted piGnic - 28. 79563
guest.
29. Always
·10.SCAirport
.30. Flurries
11. Ritual acts of
· 31.· Field mouse
body
'35.<68329
12. Enfilade

53. 19340

13. Resounding

54. Managed

14.90702

57.72712

15.vacuilm

-- 61. 72663

20. Picture.

41. 19547

42.29378
43. Almost tamed

51 .. Butea frondosa

62. Vapor

24.27007

63.31041

25.Lady

64.03225

26 .. 68452_

46. Dynamite comp. · 65. Belgian painter ·
47. Lalla_·., 'MA

66. Dallas, TX suburb
·- ·

48. Sta_gnated
49.71465
50. 64854
. 54. Prostitute

67.43549
68. Fills··

69.57065 .

55. Burdensome

74. Syphilis

56. Quills

75~

57. Ap:i:-pn

76.Fed

Pressure meas._
.

.

· 77. 100. lbs. ·

.,.2.83454

58. Epoch
59. Contend ·

44. Envisage

60.71044

79. 67.5degrees

62.72663

80. Crimson

39.33865

45~

Papa·

78. Bang

·March S.olution
QUOTA·'fJON
WNTRSRHTP· -

E SS·

In the example above; theletter "R" is properly dt:'.crypted
with "T"; similarly, "T" properly becomes "O". Find theproper
letters to decrypt the puzzle. By Jeremy Cowan ©.2094.
i

B TR G T FL T I t TI BL Q Q L F
ROQZXAQ
TYl ILDOYL
TYI

SXAFQG.QX LKUXAYI
QZLOF

XULFTQOXY.·
ZTW.O B QXY

ORI
T 0 0

ANSWER TO LAST MONTH'S PUZZLE: THE PATENT
SYSTEM •.. ADDED THE FUEL OF INTEREST TO THEFIRE
OF GENIUS; -- ABRAHAM LINCOLN
.
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